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WATERSCAN FITTING INSTRUCTIONS FOR RANGER 3.2LTR 

As at 12/02/15 
 
 
 

1. Move the Fuse Box Lid located on the passenger side of the vehicle to gain 
access to the two Filter Mounting Nuts. Loosen and remove the Filter Mounting 
Nuts 
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2. Fit the Waterscan bracket as illustrated using the original Filter Mounting Nuts. 

 

 

 

3. Block the ports number 1 and 2 on the waterscan unit with the blanking plugs 
and copper washers supplied with the waterscan unit.  
 

 



4. Attach the short 200mm hose to Inlet 3 of the Waterscan unit using the fittings, 
copper washers and clamps supplied attach the 90 degree Quickclip fitting to the 
other end. The remaining 285mm hose is to be fitted to Outlet 4 using the 
remaining parts and the straight Quickclip fitting is to be attached to the other 
end. 
Attach the electrical harness to the sensor at the base of the Waterscan unit.  

 

 

 

  



5. Disconnect the Inlet supply hose located directly below where the Waterscan 
Mounting Bracket is located. The Inlet hose is the larger of the two hoses and 
the clip should be partially taken out to allow the fitting to separate. 

 



6. Connect the female Quickclip on the Waterscan unit to the male Large Inlet Hose 
that has been disconnected. Connect the remaining male Quickclip on the 
Waterscan unit to the female Large Inlet Hose. Bolt the Waterscan unit to the 
Mounting bracket. 

7. Electrically wire the waterscan unit in accordance with the instructions supplied 
with the waterscan unit.  

 
8. Bleed the fuel system by turning the ignition switch to the ON position to allow 

the electric pump to prime the system of air prior to starting.  
  



PARTS LIST FORD RANGER 3.2- FORSCANKIT 

 
Description Part number Quantity 

Mounting bracket FORSCAN-1 1 

Waterscan 10mm Waterscan10 1 

200mm 10mm Fuel Hose  1 

285mm  10mm Fuel Hose  1 

Hose Clamps MHOO5P 4 

Straight quick clip 9001-981 1 

9° Female quick clip 9001-983 1 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 


